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Rationale  
Feedback is an integral part of the learning process and should be clear and effective if it is to 
support the progression of pupil learning. The ‘How Good Is Our School 4’ document 
(HGIOS 4) (2015) states that through effective feedback pupils should ‘have an accurate 
understanding of their progress in learning and what they need to do to improve’ (p37). With 
the importance of feedback having been established, Hattie and Timperley (2007) speak 
about the significance of timing when providing that feedback and how different tasks may 
require different approaches. Kulik and Kulik (1988) found that immediate feedback is more 
effective for pupil retention and ‘to delay feedback is to hinder learning’ (p94). Therefore, I 
wanted to find out if live feedback during written lessons had a more positive impact on the 
pupil’s work and if it leads to a deeper understanding of the lessons they are receiving. It is 
not only important for learners to receive constructive feedback, but teachers must have an 
understanding of when to provide feedback to their pupils.  
		 
Aims  
The aim of this enquiry was to determine what impact live feedback had on pupil 
understanding before and after live feedback was given during tasks. More specifically, this 
enquiry will explore if children use the feedback provided to progress and develop.  
 
Methodology  
This enquiry involved working with a group of primary 6 pupils over a four week period and 
using a variety of data collection methods (see appendix A). 
All of the children in the class were asked to complete a small questionnaire before starting 
the enquiry to determine how they viewed the feedback they were receiving. This allowed the 
pupils to provide their initial feelings of feedback and set a marker for the impact of live 
formative feedback.  
This study concentrated on a focus group of 6 pupils, who would be observed by the class 
teacher during their daily writing lesson, before having a conversation with the teacher about 
their understanding of the work they were doing. A highlighted box would be marked around 
the written work they had completed up to the point of the discussion, which allowed the 
class teacher to assess their understanding, alongside the discussions, and give them specific 
feedback on the piece of work they were doing. Once the children had completed their tasks 
the class teacher would then mark their jotter work and assess whether they had acted on the 
feedback that they had been given during the lesson. As the enquiry progressed the children’s 



progress would be assessed and recorded through their written work. The class teacher would 
also note the pupil’s feelings about the feedback, and how it had impacted their 
understanding, during their discussions.  
.            
Findings  
By reflecting on the results from the questionnaire it was clear that the majority of pupils 
state that they read the teachers comments from previous work either sometimes or all of the 
time, and that they believed it helped them to learn. However, through observing pupils and 
their work it was clear this was not the case, as many of the same errors were being made 
consistently.  
Once live feedback was implemented through the use of the highlighted box, the children’s 
work showed improved understanding and pupils were more motivated and enthusiastic. This 
did not occur immediately, and unfortunately did not impact all of the children, however, by 
week four of the enquiry the improvement was noticeable in the work produced by most of 
the pupils. 
It was especially effective for pupils A and J, who have a good understanding of the work 
they are being asked to do but do not always show their potential when participating in 
written work, and tend to produce answers that lack depth and clarity. As shown in appendix 
B, pupil A developed more depth and progression in the work he was producing, which had a 
positive impact on his self-esteem. This led to him raising his personal expectations and 
continued the cycle of self-improvement through the support of positive feedback. 
Although it did not have such a significant impact on everyone in the group, it did provide 
pupils with positive support.  Pupils are becoming more confident in acting upon feedback 
and using the information to improve their understanding.  
All of the children felt that receiving feedback during the lesson helped them and tried to use 
the feedback to support their learning during future tasks. This was discovered during a 
discussion at the end of the enquiry (see appendix C). 
 
Conclusions  
The results have shown that this method of feedback has a varied effect on the individual pupil’s 
standard of work within the classroom, however, overall live feedback can have a positive impact on 
the children’s understanding. As stated in the findings, this impact did not occur immediately but took 
some time to show the benefits of using live feedback. Although this method of assessment did not 
significantly affect all pupils in the focus group; the pupil’s that it did impact began to show positive 
improvements, in not only their understanding and the work that they were able to produce, but also 
their confidence and self-belief. 
There may be some limitations on providing live feedback on a daily basis as other factors can impact 
on the time that the teacher has to spend with each child. This can include behaviour management and 
distractions in the class, or the need to spend additional time with learners who require support. 
However, if assessment is for learning, then this enquiry has shown that live feedback holds great 
advantages and should be looked at by all educators as a tool to support children during their learning 
experience. 
 
 
 



Implications for Future Practice 
Using the findings of this enquiry I will look to implement a routine of live formative 
feedback through the methods of the highlighted box and pupil discussions. I have seen that it 
can have a positive impact on supporting pupil understanding and will continue to refine the 
methods with which I provide pupils with feedback. 
I believe that this method of formative assessment holds many benefits and I will continue to 
use it across all curricular areas, as I would like to discover if it has the same effect on the 
pupils learning across the curriculum, or if it is only beneficial during specific activities. It 
would also be informative to look closer at the impact it has on the children’s mind-set, as it 
was not an area I was focusing on during this enquiry but one that I believe could hold some 
benefits for the future. 
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Appendix A 

Data collection methods used during enquiry: 
• Questionnaires - used to gather children's attitudes towards feedback prior to the 

practitioner enquiry. 
• Observations – observe what the children are doing before discussing understanding 

and providing feedback. 
• Discussions – assess understanding and evaluate the next steps using the feedback that 

will be given. 
• Jotter work – used to gather evidence and evaluate if children can act on live 

feedback. 
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Appendix B 

Start of live formative feedback enquiry. 

	

End of four weeks of use. 

	



	

Appendix C 

Verbal comments noted during group discussion. 

• MM – “It shows me the mistakes and what I need to improve on. It helps to look at 
comments during the next lesson”. 

• EG – “I like fixing my mistakes and find the Star and Target helpful”. 
• TM – “Helps me get better during the lesson”. 
• AS – “It shows me the mistakes and see my progress, and helps me get better”. 
• DM – “It helps me produce more work”. 
• RM – “I think it’s helpful when you talk to us in the middle of the lesson”. 

	


